
User Documentation Ideas From HOT List, 10-24 May 2015

Times in UTC

Date/Time Thread Idea

10-05 3:37 [HOT] My validation of the 
day: crossing buildings

Capture this information if it is not already there. 
Need a general discussion of validation (applies to 
JOSM only?) at upload time or upon request for the 
regular mapper.

10-05 5:00 [HOT] QGIS and OSM and.. Capture command line information for adjusting 
JOSM memory.

10-05 7:09 [HOT] LearnOSM statistics 
May 2015

Sort out the “getting started” guides to preserve only 
the newest and best. Difficult to tell what is 
maintained, current, correct.

10-05 11:10 [HOT] QGIS and OSM and.. Capture how to get QGIS layers to display on map 
screen.

10-05 17:31 Re: [HOT] Technical question 
can JAVA be run from a USB 
stick?

Idea for making it easier to set up training sessions at 
mapathons

10-05 22:12 [HOT] Suggestion to support 
Newbie development via 
Validated work

Use of right panel of Task Manager to provide 
updates, but also links to basic information.

11-05 5:12 Re: [HOT] Worried about task 
1018

Pointers from Nick to documents on validation, 
complete process, aerial imagery, offset.

11-05 22:04 Re: [HOT] Again task 1088 Blake gives pointer to video on use of “Replace 
Geometry”.

12-05 19:42 Re: [HOT] How to fully cover 
a grid square.

Ctrl-Arrow trick for navigating tiles

13-05 Re: [HOT] How to fully cover 
a grid square.

Complete work flow for a tile

15-05 19:43 Re: [HOT] OSM Nepal 
Reponse - Links to various 
infos

The potential main HOT tag page is 
"Humanitarian_OSM_Tags" [1]. This
page is very "orphaned".

16-05 13:40 Re: [HOT] Issue with new 
mapper invalidating my task

Advice on path mapping

17-05 12:54 [HOT]  Photo examples Nepal 
update

Gather photos for region when activating task.

18-05 12:32 [HOT] LearnOSM - updated 
section on OSMTracker

Announcement from Nick.



19-05 9:17 &
9:31

[HOT] [Nepal] JOSM presets 
#1046 and #1060

How to capture little additions like these?

19-05 22:55 Re: [HOT] Request for 
information about common set 
of tags for HOT (Was: OSM 
Nepal Reponse - Links to 
various infos)

Proposals for updating of HOT-related tagging Wiki 
pages

20-05 8:27 Re: [HOT] Request for 
information about common set 
of tags for HOT (Was: OSM 
Nepal Reponse - Links to 
various infos)

Advice on photo interpretation for buildings

21-05 6:56 [HOT] [Nepal EQ] On-the-fly 
imagery misalignments

Recurring issue – image misalignment

23-05 18:04 [HOT] step by step recipe for 
iD bug reporting (was: 
Problems saving in ID)

Capture procedure. But subsequent discussion on 
simplifying process for users.

23-05 23:39 [HOT] LearnOSM update - 
OsmAnd 2+ section

Announcement of update

24-05 10:18 Re: [HOT] Fwd: Re: Fwd: step
by step recipe for iD bug 
reporting (was: Problems 
saving in ID)

Noted resource help.openstreetmap.org. Where is link 
to that?

24-05 14:12 [HOT] Low contrast imagery. Tips on getting the best out of such imagery, from 
radiologist.


